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Digital Cameras have become an essential accessory for us. In the present times, digital cameras
have a substantial importance in our lives. These gadgets are of great use for any official events,
marriage ceremonies, birthday parties and family get-togethers. Panasonic has come up with
LUMIX DMC-TZ25, which is a latest traveler zoom digital camera. In USA, these cameras are also
known as DMC-ZS15.  The camera comes with 12.1 megapixel MOS sensor, a 16x 24-384mm lens
and 1080i full HD video recording. This digital camera is also equipped with fast burst shooting at
10fps with continuous auto-focus turned on. Besides, the presence of intelligent resolution functions
also helps in digitally increasing the zoom ratio to 32x without any compromise on quality. TZ25 is
incorporated with many features that were to be found in other flagship models of Panasonic.

As per Digital Camera Review, Panasonic LUMIX DMC-TZ25 is a sturdily-built digital camera with
premium metal body and is acknowledged for its solid construction. This camera resembles with
TZ18 but still there are some subtle differences between the two. TZ25 is featured with a
comfortable hand grip, which enables the user to carry and handle the gadget with great
convenience. You can avail these cameras in two color options like silver and black with silver
sides. Apart from being highly sophisticated, TZ25 is acclaimed for its matte finish that makes it look
more stylish.  Moreover, the back of the camera is outfitted with a 3.0 inch TFT LCD screen with
460K dots resolution. You will also find the function buttons on the right side of the LCD.

Panasonic LUMIX DMC-TZ25 will definitely give a tough competition to its competitors in the
market. Armed with various indispensable features and sophisticated functions, this camera will gain
great appreciation among the consumers. With these cameras, you can enjoy some fascinating
applications such as Creative Control, Panorama Shot & 3D Photo Mode image capture and video
recording. As these cameras are small in size, you can easily fit these into your pocket. Having a
clear bright display, these cameras support full HD Video Recording in AVCHD / MP4 Format.
These digital cameras are user-friendly and you can operate it without any inconvenience. These
cameras are equipped with 10 fps Burst Shooting in Full Resolution and 0.1 sec Light Speed AF.
Furthermore, this Latest Digital Camera comes with 16x Powerful Optical Zoom LEICA DC Lens
from 24mm Ultra Wide-angle. You will not find GPS and touchscreen on these cameras. These
cameras can give you best quality images and photos with great clarity and resolution. If you are
thinking about video recording, then you can just be relax, because this gadget will help you in
recording excellent quality videos as compared to many digital cameras available in the market.
Considering the features of these functions, there is every expectation that these cameras are going
to occupy a huge market all throughout the globe. In terms of price, these cameras are little bit
expensive, which is quite justified taking the sophistication of these gadgets into consideration.
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